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25th / April / 2024

05:15 pm

I *finally* understood other's are aware of me, and the *knowledge of awareness is presentable and provable, but it is (or 

may be) untrue, [and in this example] - that they are communicating with me.

This is as we are independent, and relate........

08:00 pm

The recollective-memory 'truth-example' of the third dimension at, to, and unto the fourth, is the explandum to a literal 

juxtapositioning of agency & knowledge, - then, that of an afforded intimacy with a subject or for in a priority of or at recency

is the consequent presentably of an a priori, in duration of a measure, to which is equals-apart in two foundations.  This may 

be illustrated in-relation to fact and impediment.  It is the agreed premise the 'self' has been affordant of, for in taxonomy, 

study, dispute, and labor of consequence, with the & [a] conditional prior explanation of admittance to an agreed truth of the 

self at observation, and by which what is inalienable is presentably of an actionable tense to the qualified understanding, in 

presentment to a prior acknowledgable, witnessed, and locable (within the present)-element of the world and individual 

*understanding, or [inclusive herein hypothesis of] an establishment precept of which adhere(s) with the agency of a 

message, at confirmative bias of pseudo-ontological and ontological historical ediface.  During these amends of a reprudiation 

or interrupt, the disparity and distinction of one* is that re-equatement may be judged a priori in the admittance of one's 

knowing an agency of dispute or agreement as priorly, and post-hoc, its amendation, and confirmative of communicative 

recipiency.

Thus under such means, agency of the 'formerly presented' unto their recipiency via another, is *understood as culpability 

to a contractual mutual equality of beleabored cultural and social pretext and context.

11:55 ~ 2 am

a.) I remain with a *Choice:

1.) Restoring History, and aiding the People to make Informed Decisions or know Purpose.

2.) Utilizing Predictive Consequence and Control to Resolve Conflicts of the Future.

b.) However it may be, I need consolidate myself to write an informed ethic with factual support at Science and 

Religion, either in a fold, or a separated and recombinatorial process.

c.) The Solution is To: Reconcile past and future with the people, at the discovered reference, and skip/place.

d.) The Second Solution is To: Create things which may be safely recovered from, and offer comparatives.

26th / April / 2024
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04:05 pm

A problem of the past needs to be checked on.  There was the amendation of a securable end on that of the game theoretic of 

a situational disposition, and, an explanation.  However, what remains is the disposition to that of life and computational 

expectation at death, and life.  This remains high, and is not out of reach, but, as for instance that I will have a new computer 

by next August, - there is the question of the electronics [marginal] - and that of artificial intelligence in tandem with that of 

computational distributative truth, and that of the singular [centralized] CPU, and leadership positions, arbitrations, and the 

entrapment of war, etc,.... a very high level approach, with simple expression to a minimal set remains open, and that of a 

game theoretic.

Admittedly, life is not a game, and that of the Law need be invoked.  Despite what we-do, things occur, thus, without honesty, 

individuation, and law, that of understanding, patience, and boundaries, with completion, we may retire, but it is only as 

consequence of those whom would take advantage of us.  This final clearance, or perhaps a security means in three checks 

and balances is sufficient, with people inside and outside this state and that of foreignable state and nation.  Peace and 

defense remain primary values to me, and there was the question of medical practice, the litmus test and blind hume(s) fork, 

and that of amendation, etc,..... and process.

05:15 pm ~ 1

I found a solution to the internet, for of commutative [periodic] and l(2) amended l(1) of the 2:transferrence, and 

1:representation.  I will await [later] - until I have finished the Stormer book on Entropy, understood the Ising and Hubbard 

model, and came up with reconciliation between the past and future historical setting and import, and interpretation, 

restoration, and precedent, etc,... of an acknowledged theorem of knowledge - prior to establishment of sharing with others.... 

my informed basis.  There are a set of nuances, and my understanding must develop.

This sets aside much of my life, - and to also finish, I must read [further] into the Computer Programming books.  The device 

is something otherwise independent, of which I can utilize [then yet] with the internet, but much of the confusion has been 

set aside - or faded.

05:55 pm ~ 1

Gold-meal. - ARMY - - Silver *Investment. - Mancala & The Abacus - an isomorphism. - Ai: Precept, Moral, Ethic.

Job by Aug-Oct 2025. ISO and Patent.... Engineering. (Included Consideration) - Contracts, A. A., and Programming....

Bill, Elon, and my surrounding neutrality, with that of the computer (1.6 years) - expected to be built, and to retire the old* 

computer, - that of the internet-bitcoin, that of the computer on life and death, law and numeric at economic model, - that of 

interest and patent, and paid bills and the four color theorem, and states policy.

Predator-Prey model, comm. and Celluloid. and Ai, & Asia, Europe, Middle-East, Israel, Russia, America, South.

Equalization & as: The predicate difference of two probabilistic languages is a recurrence of 5'O(o) Taxonomy.

08:20 pm (~1) - 4/26/2024

Growing icicles through percolation, I better* slow-down with respect to not overmarginalizing my process of understanding 

the manner of implentation of procedure and computation with hardware and virtual.  There is a 2:1, on that of the 

procedure, at 'upper' and 'lower' - but there is two-module relations, and a (2 tick - H.) (1 tick - C.).
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09:55 pm (0):

A 'procedure' at m^{2}-n^{2}+/-2*log(mn) may be, interwoven, and primary with 15:12=180 & 12:15=27+/-1, on QR & LISP.

11:05 pm ~ (0)

Dispute, for in predictive QM, for what is quantal expectation may *foster, a development in it's retroinclinic, of a passivity 

and activity under alternative-mean, through the taxonomy and deficit of demand and supply, for what is a notion at 

extremity of 'pin'.

This, of the pin not-left in place, of (2)|(1).0, for that of (3 preceding 2) - remains hidden and an obstacle to the past, for what 

is a future premise.

Thus, that of taxonomy will* (potentially) relate to 0.1, in that of the amends and council under the provided 

intersegregational loss to organism, with issues such as a virus, or money, that of military, or that of defensive ordinace, 

whence contributory without passivity and activity *by-choice of attempt at workable proposition.

For in-this, it remains the allocable (3)/(4), etc,... of that of an abridgement, which must be discerned through and of a *blind 

patternable, for of otherwise, without speaking, we fail to amend the clause of our dispute, and for what is fashionable, or 

exterior, this is relegated to the dreg of falling through it's basis, but for a third dim.

Without means to discern two points in-that of the third dimension via-blind hume(s) fork at life and death, the risk 

assumptive is a stalemate, or to a loss of both partnerships at a pathological relation of a syndrome of the accorded tiny* [pell-

bell] balance of life and death.  Thus, the risk is not assumptively safe, and we remain of two deficits.  This is ill affordant, 

besides that of the scheduleable rhetoric of an example to morale and ethical personhood.

Thus, whence we have a dispute in that of a 9.11, there is a taxonomic displacement and ordinal relation that is degenerate, in 

relation to that of the people and the state, that of the nationality, and managerial oversight in relation to updates concerning 

the computer and *program; for which artifical intelligence remains a risk prefactorability at illusory contest.

The means, therefore, to distribute the alias remain known to few*, but under a secretary or that of the provided 

intelligencia, for which the people remain apprehensive, without certain* means to know of the life and or death 

(confirmatively) of an-individual, and children* remain at risk, etc.

This is a dystopic relationship of the 'probabilistic and statistical outcome of computational and technological excess, second, 

the relation of a repraisal to ecological disaster, and that of dispute between nations via war, thus, without the means for a 

'carriageable' - there is no safe line that one may draw to amend.

The relationship is to discern the game-taxonomy, for that of the 0.1 language, in hardware effective implementation and 

carrier, at a dead man switch, with oversight, and distributative mean process of execution of a code basis.  Thus, the root 

clause is that distributative means outweigh the needs of any one person, in this construct, and the possibility of a psychosis, 

and breakdown of law and societal end goal, with the machine state is *potentiated.  The potential beyond these means is to 

be in repraisal of certain terms to mutually assurred destruction.

Thus, the dispute at an automated system of efficient mean at computational resource via socialized [grouped]networking 

and process of amendation to a birthrecord and restorative process of medical passage is required.

11:40 pm (~1)

The 'degeneracy' is the result of a misunderstanding of exception, for in choice, at decision making, for by 'exclusion' if the 
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fact did not remain with ourselves, it - understood or interpreted - would remain somewhere.  This being understood, that of 

the pin for in a relation for in a conjugate formality of the conditioning of an-expectation for in locality remains accessible to 

one and many, for which our people and one make a quantum-leap, to that of comprehension of the availability of a +/-

S_{x}+/-S_{z}!={0~1}, at the group theoretic quotient of expression.  This is something for which a residue or a trace makes 

available acknowledgement of the synthesis for in L/R and (+0)/(-1), of taxonomic exception to order within chaos as 

comparability.

12:00 am/pm (~1)

The aim therefore at Phase II; is the securable means to discovery of new elucidation of series/parallel pathway to a 

'safe' passage in numerical pattern of flow and variation, through chaos, via applied method and study, and 

electronics.

04:10 am (~2) - 4/27/2024

The dichotomy of [0.1(a.b)] retains a potential pathological syndrome when, as-such, the entropy remains undetected.  This, 

appears to be the manifestation of a boundary element, or instability in electronic fermionic systems, but is actually related to 

the spectral gap, and an exception to the eigenvalue basis.  A Hammond model ceases to function, in arbitrative models.

There is no cure to the inadequacy of which is ill-resolvant, for that of a foundation of 'gypsymoth', other than a taxonomic 

'tensor-class' measurable-geometric fresnel at larger and lower weight with bias, and Simpsons paradox.

06:25 am (0) - 4/27/2024

I now know the solution to my illness.  It is as we dispute, that there are two opportunities, to discover who we are by 

another, or ourselves, for in that of knowing of whom a father is, at that of the relationship of an-amend(s) on the charitable 

relationship of [...] - there is that of dispute that the Father is real, but for what would be a semiadoptive mind, that we do 

not hear other's within our minds for any reason.

03:12 pm (~1)

2-14-12

The 'exceptional' - medical receipt, in check and balance, and life contrasted with death, to non reunitement to delivery, is the 

allocable (return exceptional 'horn/incurrent') non-guilty/acquittal in a court-of-peer(s) to, odd's; 26-13-2, on 2:50 & 1:38 AP.
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